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Dear Readers,

If you are at all familiar with Morningstar’s stock investing philosophy, you know that we place a 

great deal of emphasis on economic moats. The message is simple: If a company can consistently 

invest at returns higher than its cost of capital, it has a moat. The longer the company can do  

this before competition eats away its advantages, the wider the moat. All else equal, the wider 

the moat, the more attractive the company is.

One can get a decent sense of a company’s moat simply by cracking open its historical financial 

statements and performing some simple computations. In general, high returns on equity or 

assets, high and consistent margins, and ample free cash flows are great signs that a moat is 

present. A battery of computers and some simple algorithms can figure this much out.  

Morningstar goes a step deeper and looks qualitatively at the company’s business model, compe-

tition, industry, regulatory environment, and so on. This tends to work well over time. For 

example, on Feb. 28, 2009, companies with wide moat ratings returned about negative 3.9% 

annually over the last five years, versus negative 6.6% for the S&P 500 and about negative  

22.2% for those companies we rate as having no moat.

Opportunistic Investor Free 2-Week Trial. Go to www.Morningstar.com/goto/AStock1 or find 

out more by calling 1-866-910-1145 (say extension A-Stock1).

This performance is pretty impressive, but the Opportunistic Investor can improve on the formula. 

Instead of “we buy wide moats,” one of our investment pillars will be “we buy growing moats.”

This may sound like anathema, but it isn’t at all when you think about it. We want the wide moats 

of the future, not the wide moats of today. This is not easy. Most moats—almost by definition—

are not growing. We exist in a fiercely competitive economy, and companies are constantly 

jostling for some edge that will allow them to earn higher returns on their capital. Over time, 

edges dull and chip against the ever-advancing vanguard of the competition.

An eroding moat can be ugly. One of the best-known examples is Dell DELL. This company built 

an enviable business based on its lean operations and “direct-to-consumer” business model.  

It made millionaires out of paupers as its fortunes soared in the 1990s. But over the last decade, 

that slowly changed. Overseas (Asian) manufacturers became much more efficient, and the 

computer business shifted from PCs, where Dell had its core advantages, to notebooks and other 

mobile devices. Dell has been struggling ever since. 



Margins constantly shrank, sales growth slowed, and returns sagged. The company’s moat rating 

was downgraded from wide to narrow in early 2008, and unless the business is fundamentally 

changed, we suspect that it will eventually head to “none.” Stockholders fared badly—losing 

about 22% per year for the last five years, significantly worse than the S&P 500. 

Dell is a worse business than it was, but is it a terrible business? The objective answer is “no.” 

Even in its emaciated state, it earns decent returns on capital and generates ample cash flows, 

qualifying it for a moat. This may go on for years to come. However, would we buy it? The 

unequivocal answer is also “no.”

An exact opposite example is Monsanto MON. In 2001, Monsanto generated 70% of its reve-

nues from its Roundup insecticide and herbicide franchise, which had recently lost patent  

protection. The future looked bleak. However, hidden away was a seed of potential in its geneti-

cally modified crop division. The story of the next seven years reads like a Charles Dickens  

rags-to-riches epic. Leveraging its best-in-class technology, the genomics segment grew roughly 

20% a year* over this period, and it now accounts for more than half the company’s sales,  

and even more of the profits. And as it turned out, Roundup is still going strong. The stock has 

more than quintupled over this time period. 

Today, we think Monsanto’s moat is stable, if not growing. Its R&D capabilities are still huge and 

unparalleled, and its technology is generations ahead of its rivals. It’s able to incrementally 

improve its products and develop new tangential products to maintain or widen that lead. The 

stock’s moat was slowly upgraded, beginning at none in 2001 to wide in 2008.

These examples are somewhat exceptional in that these businesses changed so dramatically so 

quickly. But aside from that, stories like these are playing out every day. From our observations, 

a declining moat signals poor stock returns, even if the company has been wonderful historically 

and is still generating strong cash flows. In these cases, cash often piles up on the balance  

sheet, while growth, margins, and return on capital all shrink and possibly become more volatile. 

At this point, it may become irresistible for management to do something “transformational”—

buying a major competitor, entering a new business, financial engineering, or a major restruc-

turing. Investors often never see a penny of all that wonderful cash. Or, even worse, the company 

can simply become steadily less profitable, until it collapses under its obligations—think  

newspaper companies for the last few years.

At this point, you may be asking, “The theory is all great, but what does this mean for us?” Obvi-

ously, we would love to buy only growing moats for great prices. In fact, if these companies 

started with no moats, so much the better. But, unfortunately, situations like that are incredibly 

rare. Often, moats are created more by accident than design: perhaps brought on by a lucky  
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technical discovery, or a company’s largest competitor going bust, or some other fluke of history.  

Even Monsanto’s early days were filled with peril and uncertainty—the company probably didn’t 

have an identifiable moat until its products gained acceptance by markets and consumers  

(but there was plenty of money to be made once the moat became evident). In all fairness, the 

company could have flamed out like just another speculative biotech.

The point is, before the fact, moats are very difficult to identify. It’s even more difficult to identify 

one that the market isn’t excited about. We’ll do our best, and I’m sure we’ll catch a few attrac-

tive picks, but we probably won’t be able to build a portfolio around them. But what we can  

do is avoid declining moats like the plague and try to upgrade our portfolio with growing moats 

whenever possible. Occasionally, we will own a company whose moat, perhaps through no  

fault of its own, starts to decline. In these cases, we think it’s smart to admit that we were wrong 

and sell, even if the company “looks cheap.” We’ll also try to highlight firms whose moats are 

declining as potential short ideas.

Authors’ Note: Morningstar’s team of analysts and strategists over the past several quarters have 

been working to improve upon our Economic Moat Rating methodology by providing an Economic 

Moat Trend for every stock in our coverage universe. The Moat Trend will provide investors with 

an indication of whether a firm’s moat is declining, stable, or growing. Firms with declining moats 

will have a “negative moat trend,” stable moats = “stable,” and growing moats = “positive.”  

This qualitative measure is an excellent way to source potential long and short investment ideas. 

We expect this additional rating to be rolled out sometime in 2010. For a preview of what’s to 

come, we’ve compiled a short list of firms to avoid and to watch based on the ideas we presented 

above and Morningstar’s new Economic Moat Trend rating. 

Opportunistic Investor Free 2-Week Trial

Sample our editors’ current stock picks. Also access our historical database of Opportunistic 

Investor stock picks. Go to www.Morningstar.com/goto/AStock1 or find out more by calling  

1-866-910-1145 (say extension A-Stock1).

Best of luck, 

Mike Tian,

Editor, Morningstar Opportunistic Investor

*Exact data on Monsanto is hard to pin down because of the changing composition of the genomics segment,  
a fiscal-year-end date change a few years ago, and asset sales on the fringe. But our data are in the ballpark.
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Stocks to Avoid

Electronic Arts ERTS
Moat: Narrow
Moat Trend: Negative
Video game developer Electronic Arts owns a diverse 
portfolio of popular video game franchises. The 
company periodically releases sequels to existing 
games, generating a stream of recurring revenues 
from customers loyal to its franchises. These recurring 
revenue streams, combined with economies of  
scale in worldwide game distribution, are the founda-
tion of EA’s narrow moat.

Existing franchises are likely to run out of steam after 
some time, and EA must continually add new 
successful franchises to its portfolio. The company 
has not been successful in developing adequately 
popular new games over the past few years, leading 
to a negative moat trend rating. EA’s moat trend 
rating could change if the firm is able to deliver a 
steady stream of popular new games in future.

Toyota Motors TM
Moat: Narrow
Moat Trend: Negative
We think most automakers currently suffer a negative 
moat trend. The business is very capital-intensive and 
very cyclical, which makes generating return on 
invested capital in excess of cost of capital over the 
course of a cycle very difficult. Furthermore, the  
economies of scale the large automakers enjoy are 
somewhat at risk due to declining barriers to entry. As 
the global vehicle market expands, a new firm only 
needs to get a small piece of the market in order  
to generate enough revenue to make the large invest-
ment in a factory worthwhile. This idea is being 
supported by the entrance of emerging market firms 
such as Tata Motors to the global market, and  
we think Chinese firms are not far behind in entering 
Western markets. Thus, existing players will find 
moat building very challenging.

Toyota presents an interesting case because it has 
been growing very fast and recently has become  
the world’s largest automaker. This expansion has led 
to over three million units of excess capacity at the 
automaker after global vehicle demand crashed in 
late 2007 and 2008. Case in point, Toyota pushed into 
full-size pick-ups with a new San Antonio plant just 
before the housing market collapsed. 

Toyota’s brand equity may be tarnished with its 
recent U.S. recalls, and GM and Ford are finally 
making cars that can compete with the Corolla and 
Camry. With barriers to entry falling as discussed 
above, we think there isn’t much to stop a rising star 
such as Hyundai from doing the same thing to Toyota 
that Toyota did to Detroit. This market share erosion 
takes decades, but the threat is still there, justifying 
the company’s negative moat trend.

Nokia NOK
Moat: Narrow
Moat Trend: Negative
Nokia’s narrow moat is based partially on world-
leading scale that gives it some of the lowest costs in 
the industry, and partially on a deep distribution 
network in emerging markets that would be tough for 
a would-be competitor to replicate. However, the 
mobile phone industry is changing rapidly, and  
the low-end segment in which costs are most impor-
tant may be commodified to the point where even the 
lowest-cost producer has a tough time eking  
out economic profits. Nokia is also having a hard  
time building a presence in the fast-growing and  
high-margin smartphone segment, where software 
prowess adds more value than manufacturing 
acumen. So while we think Nokia still possesses a 
meaningful competitive advantage, and its position 
will take time to dislodge—especially in Europe 
and Asia—its moat is weakening.
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Pitney Bowes PBI
Moat: Narrow
Moat Trend: Negative
Pitney Bowes has a virtual monopoly on the stagnant 
postage meter business. However, the company’s 
attempt to offer a wider range of products and 
services to customers is diluting its competitive 
advantages. Most recently, the company has invested 
in its ability to offer mail-oriented software products, 
as well as facilities management services. In our 
opinion, management is sacrificing long-term competi-
tive advantages for growth and would better serve 
shareholders by returning the cash in the form of 
stock-buybacks or dividends. As this trend continues, 
we expect competitors to eventually erode Pitney 
Bowes’ profitability in the majority of its no-moat lines 
of business. Still, this erosion process is not likely to 
happen quickly, and Pitney Bowes’ significant compet-
itive advantages in the postage meter business 
warrant a narrow moat for now.

Johnson Controls JCI
Moat: Narrow
Moat Trend: Negative
Although auto-supplier Johnson Controls’ power solu-
tions business has some inelasticity of demand, its 
other two businesses prevent it from having a growing 
moat. We see the moat trend as negative. The 
building efficiency group is strong but competes with 
other powerful multinational firms such as Siemens SI 
and United Technologies UTX. The automotive 
segment has a strong seating franchise, but even the 
best parts suppliers still deal with customers who  
all have tremendous buying power. With all auto-
makers hurting, it is reasonable to assume automakers 
will demand price concessions from suppliers, thus 
eroding suppliers’ gross margin. Further complicating 
matters is the uncertain fate of the Detroit Big Three.

AmerisourceBergen ABC
Moat: Narrow
Moat Trend: Negative
AmerisourceBergen’s moat is based on its scale in 
pharmaceutical distribution, which allows it to earn 
good returns on invested capital despite operating 
margins around 1%. The pharmaceutical distribution 
business operates as a 3-firm oligopoly, with the big 
three controlling over 90% of the U.S. market. We 
think it is highly unlikely that a new distributor could 
enter the market and be cost competitive. However, 
we believe the moat is still being eroded by consolida-
tion among customers (Walgreen and CVS gaining 
share), consolidation among suppliers (major pharma-
ceutical company mergers), and the growing role of 
pharmacy benefit managers, whose mail-order phar-
macies largely bypass distribution networks. More 
powerful customers and suppliers can exert pricing 
pressure on distributors. For example, bulk deliveries 
to large customers carry much lower margins than 
direct deliveries to pharmacies.

Research in Motion RIMM
Moat: Narrow
Moat Trend: Negative
RIM dominates the U.S. enterprise smartphone market 
with more than two thirds share, and the firm is 
aggressively pursuing non-U.S. markets. RIM delivers 
its wireless services to enterprise customers through 
its own secure network, and these customers face 
meaningful switching costs. Corporations are reluctant 
to retrain staff on new phones and phone systems 
while risking network disruption and security 
breaches. However, RIM is aggressively pursuing the 
consumer market to fuel growth, and consumers  
now account for more than half of RIM’s subscriber 
base, up from 15% in 2005. Switching costs to 
consumers are minimal and RIM faces fierce competi-
tion from Apple, Nokia, and a handful of low-cost 
manufacturers from Asia. As such, we don’t expect 
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RIM’s consumer business to enjoy the high returns 
earned by its enterprise business.

EMC EMC
Moat: Narrow
Moat Trend: Negative
Vast research and development resources, a large 
customer base, and a massive distribution engine will 
help EMC defend its position as the leading provider 
of networked storage systems. However, EMC’s 
systemic advantages from switching costs are weak-
ened by several emerging trends. First, new technolo-
gies enable systems from multiple vendors to be 
controlled by a single management tool. This ability 
reduces switching costs for clients that want to 
explore new offerings from other vendors and makes 
it easier for customers to shop around during each 
upgrade cycle. Second, the gradual shift to cloud 
computing could consolidate purchasing power into 
fewer hands. Or even worse for EMC, cloud computer 
hosts could achieve large enough scale that they  
turn to home-grown solutions, bypassing the storage 
specialist. Although some firms already take this 
approach, we feel it will be a long time before the 
majority of storage is handled this way. For the  
foreseeable future, we believe a slow erosion of 
EMC’s pricing power is the biggest risk. But an accel-
eration of these trends could put EMC’s narrow  
moat at risk.

Sony SNE
Moat: Narrow
Moat Trend: Negative
We believe Sony’s moat is slowly eroding as positive 
momentum from the film and gaming divisions fail to 
offset a deteriorating brand. Sony enjoys exclusive 
rights to decades of film and music content and main-
tains a strong pipeline of new releases. Additionally, 
the firm is building a stronger ecosystem around its 
PlayStaion gaming system, with strong growth in the 

user base of its Internet-based network that connects 
players and delivers content. However, due to the 
relative size of the electronics division, we believe 
these gains are more than offset by deterioration of 
the brand with respect to consumer electronics. As 
the perception of parity between big names and 
largely unknown startups increases in consumer elec-
tronics, we believe consumers will discriminate  
more on price than brand. Sony still commands signif-
icant market share, but we expect its pricing power  
to continue diminishing as undifferentiated products 
leave the door open for lesser-known players.

Washington Post WPO
Moat: Narrow
Moat Trend: Negative
The basis for Washington Post’s narrow moat stems 
from its Kaplan education subsidiary, which accounts 
for 30% of total operating income. We think the moat 
trend is negative as we’re a bit concerned that the 
operating margins at Kaplan have gradually eroded to 
8% from 11% over the past three years. We think  
the company’s cable operation has a narrow moat. 
Cable ONE (about 25% of operating income) is the 
ninth-largest cable provider in the U.S. and serves 
rural areas in 19 states. Our negative view of the 
moat trend mostly comes from its various media busi-
nesses (local television stations, magazines, and 
newspapers) that account for the remaining 45% of 
operating income. These businesses are in the throes 
of both cyclical and secular decline. Even after the 
cyclical pressure abates, we still think the secular 
declines will continue.

Whole Foods Market WFMI
Moat: Narrow
Moat Trend: Negative
We believe Whole Foods created its economic moat 
with its great innovative skills in the supermarket 
space, as well as its strong brand name. However, its 
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rapid success and growth has led to a few moves  
that we believe may ultimately erode returns on 
invested capital. The firm’s large and very expensive 
store in London has been a bust and is losing money. 
Additionally, Whole Foods’ acquisition of Wild  
Oats has not gone smoothly, and it may never earn  
a positive return from the transaction.

Garmin GRMN
Moat: None
Moat Trend: Negative
Garmin’s GPS-device market is rapidly becoming 
commodified, and we think the company’s already-
weak competitive position will only worsen in the 
years to come. GPS is rapidly becoming a feature that 
being incorporated into other devices, such as 
mobile phones, and this trend could very well consign 
Garmin’s stand-alone GPS devices to irrelevance. 
Although Garmin is attempting to change with the 
times by launching a GPS-enabled phone of its own, 
we’re skeptical of the company’s ability to succeed  
in the crowded and competitive mobile-phone market.

Salesforce.com CRM
Moat: Narrow
Moat Trend: Negative
Salesforce.com is the leading provider of hosted 
customer relationship management software services. 
Recurring subscription revenues from over 55,000 
customers provide Salesforce.com with a narrow 
economic moat. However, despite its leading position 
in the CRM market, the firm’s flagship product 
remains a point application, and the company faces 
increasing direct competition from larger vendors of 
integrated suites of enterprise applications. Addition-
ally, the CRM application’s limited functionality 
results in low customer stickiness and pricing pres-
sure from competitors eager to capture a slice of the 
market. Salesforce.com needs to grow beyond its 
CRM roots to make its products stickier, but the firm 
will encounter stiff competition from entrenched 

enterprise application vendors as it tries to expand 
the scope of its services.

VMWare VMW
Moat: Narrow
Moat Trend: Negative
VMware’s rapid rise has stemmed from its tech-
nological dominance in virtualization software for 
server operating systems. However, the firm’s tech-
nology lead is diminishing as competitors, such as 
Microsoft and Oracle, are rushing into the market 
with viable substitutes. VMware is attempting to 
parlay its large installed base into a significant share 
of the management tools market, but it faces stiff 
competition. We do not expect switching costs for the 
core virtualization technology to be high enough to 
preserve VMware’s pricing power, but wide adoption 
of VMware’s management tools would create  
enough stickiness to protect the firm’s narrow 
economic moat. œ

Opportunistic Investor Free 2-Week Trial
Sample our editors current stock picks. Also access 
our historical database of Opportunistic Investor  
stock picks. 

Got to www.Morningstar.com/goto/AStock1
or, find out more by calling 1-866-910-1145 
(say extension A-Stock1)
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Range Resources RRC
Moat: Narrow
Moat Trend: Positive
Natural gas producer Range Resources is a first mover 
into the prodigious Marcellus Shale in the Appala-
chian Basin. With over one million net acres in the 
play, the Marcellus stands to be a key value creator 
for Range over the next several years. Due to its  
early entry into the play, Range’s lease terms are very 
favorable, which coupled with the attractive cost 
structure and production profile of individual wells 
make the play very economical at natural gas  
prices as low as $4 per mcf. Range’s low corporate 
decline curve and its exposure to the Marcellus  
Shale reduces reinvestment risk and should translate 
into strong returns on capital for many years. 

Winnebago Industries WGO
Moat: Narrow
Moat Trend: Positive 
Winnebago Industries’ leading position in the cyclical 
recreational-vehicle industry and strong balance sheet 
should allow it to persevere through the economic 
slowdown. Favorable long-term demographic trends 
and solid brand equity make Winnebago a compelling 
investment opportunity at the right price. Winneba-
go’s moat is growing stronger since its balance sheet 
is debt-free. This flexibility gives the company time to 
wait out the recession that many other competitors do 
not have since they are liquidating. Fewer competitors 
combined with Winnebago’s number-one market 
share means the company can strengthen its brand, 
which is the source of its moat. Being the first to 
market with a Class A model built on the fuel-efficient 
Sprinter chassis is another source of competitive 
advantage that Winnebago can use to capture share. 
Innovations such as this new model show Winnebago 
can keep investing in new products while competitors 
cannot. Still, once the industry recovers it is likely that 
Winnebago’s competitors will ramp up investment 

and new firms could enter. The result would be lower 
returns on invested capital for all players, so we 
would consider this positive trend to be temporary for 
Winnebago.

Covidien COV
Moat: Narrow
Moat Trend: Positive
Covidien, formerly the health-care unit of Tyco Inter-
national, develops, manufactures, and distributes 
medical and imaging devices, pharmaceuticals, and 
other health-care products to medical professionals 
worldwide. We view Covidien’s moat trend as posi-
tive after recent market share advancements in the 
surgical devices area came at the expense of both its 
smaller competitors and Ethicon. As the company 
commands a greater presence in the operating room, 
its position is becoming more defensible, considering 
the significant technological and administrative 
hurdles its competitors would have to overcome to 
replace Covidien. The company continues to divest 
itself of what we believe are no-moat businesses and 
product lines, such as retail (divested), specialty 
chemical (for sale), and sleep diagnostics (sold), which 
bodes well for its returns on capital. The company still 
has its share of businesses lacking substantial 
competitive advantage (contrast agents in imaging, 
medical supplies), but their presence as a percentage 
of revenue is gradually dwindling. While Covidien’s 
moat might be widening, regulatory uncertainty 
regarding competitive bidding and the impact of 
health-care reform on future hospital spending prec-
lude us from widening our moat rating at this time.

Terex TEX
Moat: None
Moat Trend: Positive
Terex built itself into the third-largest construction 
and mining equipment manufacturer in the world with 
an unrelenting acquisition strategy during the 1990s 

Stocks to Watch
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and early 2000s. While the roll-up strategy left the 
firm with a collection of moatless businesses, there 
are signs that a moat is emerging. The company has 
solidified itself as the #1 or #2 manufacturer in a 
number of its core product categories and it has 
generated 20%-plus ROICs over the last three years. 
That said, Terex needs to show that it can sustain 
ROICs above its cost of capital throughout the 
economic cycle, not just at the cyclical peaks. The 
company is unlikely to dig itself a wide economic 
moat comparable to that of industry stalwart Cater-
pillar. However, a more centralized management 
strategy focused on cost containment coupled with a 
strong market position in niche product groups 
could garner Terex a narrow economic moat in the 
coming years.

BB&T BBT
Moat: Narrow
Moat Trend: Positive
Operating more than 1,800 branches in Southeastern 
states and Washington, D.C., BB&T offers commercial 
and retail banking, residential mortgages, trust, insur-
ance, specialty finance, investment banking, and 
brokerage. BB&T is primarily focused on retail 
consumers and small to midsize businesses. In these 
troubled times, BB&T is actually improving its moat. 
Its “safe-haven” reputation is allowing it to take 
market share away from weakened competitors. The 
bank is gathering new deposits rapidly (lowering its 
already low cost of funds) and forming long-term rela-
tionships with new customers that will ultimately 
translate into higher returns for shareholders after 
this crisis is over.

LabCorp LH
Moat: Narrow
Moat Trend: Positive
LabCorp’s vast national infrastructure gives it scale 
advantage over smaller regional labs in the indepen-

dent diagnostic testing industry. The company’s 37 
laboratories and 1,600 patient centers nationwide 
also create significant barriers to entry. LabCorp has 
been adding to its infrastructure by acquiring smaller 
competitors, a trend we expect to continue. As the 
firm grows, we predict its bargaining power with 
suppliers and its attractiveness to large managed-
care payers will increase. Although pricing has been 
rational in the recent past, the potential for price 
competition prevents us from assigning the firm a 
wide economic moat.

Ultra Petroleum UPL
 Moat: Narrow
Moat Trend: Positive
Natural gas producer Ultra Petroleum is in the early 
innings of developing one of the lowest-cost natural 
gas resources in the United States, the Pinedale  
Anticline. The firm owns a large position in the 
Pinedale, bordered by Shell to the south and Questar 
to the north. Ultra has developed less than 20% of its 
Pinedale acreage, giving it ample running room to  
drill many more high-return wells for years to come. 
Ultra has become more skilled at drilling Pinedale 
wells with each passing year’s drilling program—
driving down well costs and obtaining access to more 
productive zones. These trends reduce Ultra’s rein-
vestment risk and increase the likelihood that it will 
compound its investments in its properties at a high 
rate of return. Incremental returns will also be  
driven by Ultra’s recent investments in the Marcellus  
Shale development in northern Pennsylvania. The 
addition of a second low-cost producing region in 
northern Pennsylvania is a positive for Ultra’s long-
term competitive positioning. As Pennsylvania  
production ramps up, more of Ultra’s production will 
shift east, near lucrative East Coast gas markets.
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Ecolab ECL
Moat: Narrow
Moat Trend: Positive
Ecolab is the global leader in cleaning, sanitizing, and 
food safety products and services. We think that 
Ecolab’s moat is getting wider over time. As strug-
gling competitors, such as chief rival JohnsonDi-
versey, are backing away from the full-service model, 
Ecolab continues full speed ahead, gaining market 
share and pursuing its “Circle the Customer” strategy. 
The combination of JohnsonDiversey’s retreat and a 
revitalized relationship with key channel partner 
Sysco has already paid off in the form of market share 
gains. And as the “Circle the Customer” strategy 
drives cross-selling opportunities within its existing 
book of business, we think that the firm’s already-
sticky relationships will become increasingly so. We 
also think that the firm can continue to preserve  
its pricing power by continuing to deliver innovation-
driven cost savings to its customers. As the cross-
selling-driven growth in ancillary services such as 
equipment repair and pest control begins to take hold, 
and the firm continues its disciplined approach to 
capital allocation in developing its growth pipeline, 
we think that the incremental returns on capital will 
be extremely attractive.

Clean Harbors CLH
Moat: Narrow
Moat Trend: Positive
Clean Harbors has grown into the largest operator of 
hazardous waste facilities in North America and its 
narrow moat is increasing, in our opinion. The firm 
owns six of North America’s 11 hazardous waste 
incineration facilities and controls nine of the conti-
nent’s 20 landfills dedicated to the disposal of 
hazardous waste. Further, the company operates 20 
transportation, storage, and disposal facilities  
across the continent. This broad reach and route 
density allows Clean Harbors to increase throughput 
by servicing smaller waste generators. As the firm 

increases its throughput of hazardous waste, it should 
be able to spread its high fixed costs over an 
increasing base of revenues, increasing overall profit-
ability. In addition, the company caters its services to 
325 of the Fortune 500 companies. We estimate the 
company’s market share at roughly 67%.

Norfolk Southern NSC
Moat: Narrow
Moat Trend: Positive
Norfolk Southern is a $10.7 billion railroad operating 
business in the eastern United States with 21,000 
miles of track. The network of track and assets Class I 
railroads have in place is impossible to replicate. 
Rights of way and installed track form an impene-
trable barrier to entry for coal and grain hauling, 
which the rails expanded to other commodities, like 
containers, steel, and lumber, by offering 10%–30% 
lower rates compared to the alternate mode, trucking.  
We think there will be no new railroads built, 
although some line extension by existing railroads 
(including restoring abandoned lines) may take place 
in select areas once the economy recovers. A  
myriad of factors favor rail: quadruple the fuel effi-
ciency of trucking, lower carbon footprint, improving 
speed, on time performance, low labor intensity 
versus trucking, no contribution to highway conges-
tion, and across the board improvements in asset 
utilization and operating efficiency. We constrain our 
moat rating to narrow only due to railroads’ returns 
on invested capital failure to exceed meaningfully 
their cost of capital. Running a railroad requires 
massive reinvestment (annual capital expenditures 
around 15%–17% of revenue). We believe the 
economic moat of all six Class I railroads is improving 
due to greater rationality in this market. For the past 
five years or so, the rails are declining to compete 
away margins in exchange for volume. Operating 
metrics like ontime arrivals, velocity, terminal dwell, 
employee productivity, and overall operating ratio 
have improved tremendously and continue on the 
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right trajectory, particularly on the rails with more 
room for improvement. Historically Norfolk Southern 
is the rail which most reliably earned its cost of 
capital. It’s a prodigious cash producer with a solid 
eastern coal franchise.

Costco COST
Moat: Narrow
Moat Trend: Positive
Costco earns a narrow economic moat based on its 
leverage with suppliers, economies of scale,  
prime real estate, and brand equity (including the 
popular Kirkland private-label brand). By offering  
a number of leading brand-name products at prices 
below traditional channels, we expect budget-
conscious consumers to become more open to the 
idea of warehouse shopping and existing customers 
to increase the frequency of their visits. As a  
result, we expect Costco to gain share from industry 
rivals as well as other traditional retail channels 
while expanding their scale advantages. Although 
rivalry with Wal-Mart’s Sam’s Club is fierce, we view 
Costco’s moat trend as positive because of superior 
inventory efficiency and market share gains. Costco 
sold its inventory almost 50% faster than Wal-
Mart during the last fiscal year, and we do not expect 
this trend to reverse in the immediate future. œ
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